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Zipperpod™
The Zipperpod™ is the flexible, circular, 
and scalable alternative for traditional 
interior wall systems. The standard 
cassettes made from aluminium do not 
attach to floor, wall and/or ceiling, and 
are connected to each other through 
zippers. This allows the cassettes to 
be assembled into partition walls or 
so-called Cubicles: “Room-within-a-
room”. These Cubicles are fitted with 
electrification and lighting, and have 
multiple climate and/or ventilation 
solutions. If required, the cassettes can 
be fitted with glass, wooden panels, 
moss, steel etc. so that the wall or 
Cubicle makes an optimal contribution 
to the company’s own identity. 

The Zipperpod™ responds to 
companies’ increasingly explicit desire 
for optimal flexibility and scalability 
in terms or their accommodation. 
In addition, circular ambitions are 
increasingly becoming an integral 

part of companies’ CSR policy. Re-
usability of applied materials creates 
a very concrete way to put this into 
practise. 

Features
• Individual panels of 600, 900 

or 1200mm wide, made of any 
conceivable material such as 
glass, wood, moss, steel, and 
more

• Modular installation in 4 directions 
with patented zipper joint

• Separate from existing ceiling, 
floor and/or wall

• Can be connected to local climate 
and/or ventilation system

• Optional installation of electricity 
and accessories in all panels

• Significantly reduced assembly 
time (40% of traditionally built)

• Simply and quickly replaced or 
reconfigured due to modular 
applicable parts with zipper joints

• High-grade aluminium frames with 
long service life

• All parts available in various colour 
schemes

• Dutch product

Zipperpod™ | next > |

Simple and quick 
assembly due to the 
patented zipper joint 
between the walls
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Total Assembly
The following parts form the com-
plete Zipperpod™ by means of the 
interior and exterior zipper joint. 
The image shows a meeting room 
(2700 x 3600mm):

• Unit glass (7x)

• Unit panel (6x)

• Door in frame (1x)

• Cross connector (4x)
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The ceiling (optional) is installed 
on the walls and consists of a 
cover profile all around, with ceiling 
beams every 1200mm segment. 
The lighting (units of 900mm in 
length) and ventilation shafts are 

< previous | Total Assembly | next > |

incorporated in the ceiling profile. 
The panels are placed on the cover 
profile and ceiling profile. • Cover profile length (2x)

• Cover profile width (2x)

• Ceiling profile (≥1x)

   •    Light units (≥1x)

   •    Ventilation shafts (≥2x)

• Panels (≥1x)
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Parts
The Zipperpod™ is, for the most 
part assembled, delivered to the 
client’s location as follows:

Unit(s)
The example (see right) is based on 
a unit with glass of 900 x 2700mm. 
Widths 600mm and 1200mm are 
also available.

Unit components
• 2x Floor rubber (900mm) 
• 1x Floor profile (900mm) 
• 2x Rubber spacers (900mm) 
• 2x Spacer blocks 
• 2x Frame profile length (2700)
• 2x Frame profile width (900)
• 4x Fastening frame profile
• 2x Zipper (2700mm) 
• 2x Frame rubber length (2700)
• 2x Spacer blocks cover profile
• Choice of Glass or Panel

Depending on the client’s solution 
of choice, delivery will include 
glass plates, wall panels, or a 
combination thereof. These will be 
delivered to the client’s location as 
follows.

Glass (per unit)
• 1x Glass panel
• 4x Glass rubber length (2700)
• 4x Glass rubber width (900)

Panel (per unit)
• 2x Panel
 • 2x Profile clamps
 • 4x Clamp rubber
• Including electricity/data if 

required

Floor profile 
with rubber

Frame profile 
and fastening

Zippers 2x

Rubber

Panel
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Ceiling profile
The Ceiling profile is installed to the 
Zipperpod’s top side.
Profiles will be delivered in the 
required lengths, dependent 
on the length and width of the 
Zipperpod™. 

Apart from the profile contributing 
to the Zipperpod’s stability, it also 
has provisions to apply lighting 
fixtures (LED) and the supply and 
discharge of air. The ceiling profile 
will be delivered including the Kiefer 
INDUL module (air inlet profile). If 

both lighting and (independent) air 
supply is opted, the items below will 
be delivered to the client’s location
• 1x Ceiling profile
• 2x Clamp rubber
• ≥1x Lighting fixtures 
• 4x Ventilation seal

Corner link section
In principle, the Zipperpod™ has 
a rectangular structure with 4 
corners. A corner link section is 
placed in each corner. This corner 
link section is delivered to the 
client’s location together with the 
required zippers

• 1x Corner link section 
• 1x Interior zipper 
• 2x Exterior zipper
• 2x Rubber pieces
• 1x Foam spacer

Cover profile
The cover profile is installed all 
around the Zipperpod’s top edge. 
This Cover profile ensures a neat 
finish on top and also provides the 
required stability. The cover profiles 
are delivered in specific lengths 
and depend on the size and widths 
of the Zipperpod™. Delivery of 
this cover profile will include the 
required sealing caps to seal the 
bushings, along which any cabling.

< previous | Parts | next > |
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Parts
Door
There are different types of doors 
available, such as an entirely 
wooden door, a wooden door with 
window, or an entirely glass door. 
By using several (dependent on the 
type of door) specially designed 
hinges, the door is mounted to the 
frame profile and adjusted. To this 
end, a profile is delivered to simplify 
the door’s installation.

• 3-component frame profile
• 2x Mounting profile
• 7x Door / frame rubber
• 1x Door
• 2x Hinge
• 2x Adjustable hinge
• 1x Door fittings
• 2x Door handle
• 1x Floor profile
• 1x Drop seal
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Minimum dimensions
The Zipperpod™ can be con-
figured to many different dimen-
sions. The smallest size is that of 
a phonebooth, with dimensions 
900 x 900mm wide (internal). This 
size can be used as a phonebooth, 
printing room, or other small space 
application. 

< previous | Applicability | next > |

Applicability
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Applicability

Maximum dimensions
The Zipperpod™ has few 
restrictions in terms of maximum 
dimensions. The modular 
configuration allows for the creation 
of large rooms. These large rooms 
can be provided with a ceiling, due 
to the modular structure.

For standard configurations we refer 
you to our latest price list, which 
is available on request. We are 
happy to discuss the possibilities 
of larger spaces, a quotation can 
be requested by sending details to 
info@zipperwall.com
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Inter-connecting
Using the cross connectors with 
corner zipper joint allows for 
connections in 4 directions per 
cross connector. This means 
there is an infinite number of 
configurations. 

It is also possible to connect rooms 
of different sizes, as is shown on 
page 10 (a room of 4500 x 2700 
and a room of 2700 x 3600).

< previous | Applicability | next > |



1: First, a location for the 
Zipperpod™ is chosen and the 
cassettes are set on location (see 
step 2)

2: The walls are levelled using 
the levelling foot underneath both 
ends. This is done with built-in 
levelling feet that are levelled using 
a hex key.
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Installation

3: The first stable corner is created 
by zipping two wall to a cross 
panel at a 90 degree angle.
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4: The other cassettes are installed in the same way. The cassettes are 
first all zipped together (step 3), and then the room is levelled using the 
levelling feet (step 2).
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Installation

5: A frame profile is used to place the door between the profiles. The 
three components are installed perpendicularly with a metal clamp, and 
are secured in a flooring trim. The door with hinges is clamped in the 
frame profile.
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6: Assembling the ceiling starts 
with fitting the cover profile on top 
of the cassettes

7: When the cover profile is placed 
all around, the ceiling beams can 
be placed on top

8: The panels are supplied made-
to-measure and fit exactly between 
cover and ceiling profile. No 
fastening is required

< previous | Installation | next > |
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Installation

9: When the Zipperpod™ is fully 
set up, any optional monitors, 
electricity and data can be 
mounted to the panels. 

10: Multiple lighting fixtures can 
be installed in the ceiling beams. 
These operate on low voltage

11: In order to run the building’s 
air conditioning through the 
Zipperpod™, it can be connected 
to the ceiling beam.
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12: A panel can be replaced by 
removing the existing panel from 
the cassette, and placing a new 
panel (right)

13: An entire wall section can be 
exchanged by unzipping both 
sides (left, right, interior and 
exterior), slightly tilting the wall and 
removing it. A different wall can 
now be placed in reversed order 
(left)
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1. Data sockets (i.a. 2vRJ-45)
2. Cover frames, including 

installation provisions
3. Flush-mounted sockets (i.a. 

GIRA ST55) fitted with U/UTP 
Cat6A cabling..
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Accessories
Electricity
A Zipperpod™ can be fitted with 
several provisions in terms of 
electrification and data:

1. Wall sockets (i.a. GIRA ST 55)
2. Cover frames, including 

installation provisions
3. Connector and wall sockets 
4. Cable and pipe system

These provisions are plugged 
with the Wieland® system in the 
central E-box above the ceiling. 
From there, one cable runs to the 
building-related installation.  

With respect to Data, the client’s 
wishes and specifications are 
strictly followed. Possibilities 
include:

GIRA ST 55

Sizes 152 x 81 x 11,4 mm

Electricity Wieland Gesis GST18®

Data 2V RJ 45

Cable U/UTP Cat6A
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Lighting
The unique Zipperpod™ system 
requires an even more unique 
lighting solution. A solution that is 
just as flexible, state of the art, and 
easy to install as the Zipperpod™ 
itself! That is why Zipperpod™ 
sought for cooperation with 
Holmes BV. They have developed a 
high-quality lighting system that is 
controlled with UTP cable, and can 
be mounted to the Zipperpod™ 
system without screws.
Modular, maintenance-free, and 

made to be assembled and 
disassembled many times over; 
qualities that fit with the flexible and 
mobile nature of the Zipperpod™. 
The Apollo system is standard 
fitted with:

1. A 90cm fixture with magnetic 
mounting system

2. Stepless and proportional dim-
mability (20% less light = 20% 
less power = 20% electricity 
saving)

3. Dynamically and steplessly ad-

justable light colour; from 2700 
(warm white) to 6500 Kelvin 
(cold light) an all light colours in 
between

4. 4-button switch with pre-set 
lighting scenarios

5. UTP control unit and power 
supply with Wieland connec-
tion, Plug & Play

The Apollo system can be optionally 
fitted with:
1. Motion sensor
2. Daylight correction

3. Human Centric Lighting
4. Tailor-Made programming 
of the lighting to the client’s specific 
wishes

Daylight correction ensures there 
is always a fixed amount of light 
(lux) in the room. The lighting dims 
when more light, such as daylight, 
is available and supplies more 
power if a cloud covers the sun or 
when the sun starts setting.
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off delay of the motion sensor, and 
the previously mentioned Human 
Centric Lighting.
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Accessories
Human Centric Lighting is in-
house developed software that, 
together with a timer, changes the 
light colour to correspond with the 
changing of daylight colour during 
the day.

The day starts with a warm white 
colour and, in steps of 10 seconds, 
imperceptibly changes to a neutral 
white colour around noon. At the 
end of the working day, the light 
colour changes back to warm 
white. 

At the same time, the minimum 
required light level on the working 
surface is maintained. This provides 
a pleasant and natural lighting 
for the working environment and 
corresponds with the natural 
biological rhythm.

If the client has specific wishes in 
terms of light colour settings and/
or assigning certain scenarios to 
the light switches, we will visit to 
program the system and record 
this in the control unit’s built-in 
memory.

Holmes Apollo

Sizes 900 x 33 x 35 mm

Power 20 W (incl. driver)

Maximum output (full power) 3090 lumen

100% warm white
100% cold white

1504 lumen
1590 lumen

Lumen / Watt ratio 150 lumen/W

CRI (colour rendering index) >80

UGR <17

Optional:
• Motion detector
• Daylight correction

• Human Centric Lighting
• Tailor Made programming

The system can be adjusted to meet 
the client’s wishes in general light 
colour, lighting scenarios for the 
included 4-button switch, switch 
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INDUL Type-N T18-NA

departure height 
h = 
2,7m

ceiling beam 
with ventilation

Draft-free space

sitting height
z = 
1,65m

The applied ventilation in the 
Zipperpod™ consists of a ceiling 
beam with 1  INDUL  Type-N armature, 
approved according to DIN EN ISO 
7730:2007 

Sizes 700 x 32 x 39 mm

Volume flow 20-250 m3 / hm

Temperature       
difference  

till -14 K

Max air speed at 
sitting level (1,1 m)

0,12 m / s

Ventilation
Air is supplied through the ceiling 
profile using INDUL Type-N 
ventilation fixtures. These fixtures 
distribute the ventilation flow in 
millimetre rays and, alternating 
left and right, blow them into 
the Zipperpod™ at a 45 degree 
angle. This creates a very equal 
distribution of air with optimum 
diffuse air flow without noticeable 
draught, and the ceiling remains 
clean for a longer period.

The ventilation can also be 
connected to the building’s 
ventilation.
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Specifications and Finishing
Aluminium Profiles
In agreement with the client, the 
Aluminium Profiles are powder-
coated in the RAL colour specified 
by the client. A combination of 
different colours is also possible. 
Consider a colour scheme for the 
ceiling profile that closely resembles 
the ceiling’s colour, while the other 
profiles match the client’s corporate 
identity.

Walls
The client is, in principle, free to 
choose any finish for the aluminium 
profiles. Standard glass solutions 
are glazed with acoustic laminated 
glass. Manifestation is available to 
suit clients requirements (POA). 
Naturally, frosted glass is also an 
option. Many different types and 
models of solid panels. Again, 
we foresee no restrictions to the 

client’s wishes. Aspects such as 
fire-resistance play an important 
part in this. The same applies to 
PEFC and FSC labels.

Zippers
The mechanical part of the zipper 
is available in 10 different colours. 
The attached tape is available in 74 
different colours.

Lighting
Although a standard light fixture is 
available, the client is free to choose 
any lighting. We currently foresee 
no restrictions. In the context of 
choosing light fixtures, coordination 
with the client with respect to 
aspects such as dimensions, 
weights, heat emission etc. is part 
of preparation and planning.

Finishing options

Aluminium extrusion Aluminium 6063-T6 tempered EN 12020-1

Powder coating Aluminium powder coating NEN EN 1090

Anodizing Architectural anodizing ISO 7599

Glass 662-6 safety glass NEN-3569:2011

Ceiling panel Soundac® IS 240 HH ISO 4589-3

Rubbers SEBS Tpe RX® P703 ISO 3302-1
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Buildings control
The Zipperpod™ will reflect 
architectural environmental and 
building regulations requirements.

Fire safety
The materials used in the 
Zipperpod™ all comply with UK  
fire ratings such BS476, part 7.

Fire alarm
Within the Zipperpod™, the 
evacuation signal is clearly audible 
in accordance with NEN 2575. 

Ventilation
Each person requires a minimum  
of 36m3 of  per hour airflow. 
Zipperpod™ ventilation system  
exceeds this requirement by a 
factor of 2.
  
Lighting
The lighting in the Zipperpod™ 

is connected to the mains supply 
grid and complies with the NEN 
1010 standard for low voltage. 
The supplied lighting fixtures each 
provide 1000 lumen, which is 
enough to provide the Zipperpod™ 
with lighting of ≥1 lux.   

The Zipperpod™ does not require 
an escape route, provided a 
maximum capacity of 75 people is 
not exceeded. 

Sound insulation
The Zipperpod’s acoustic properties 
are described in an overall 
insulation value. This is measured 
in accordance with ISO 717-1 and 
set at: DnT,w (C;Ctr) = 43 (-1; -2) 
dB This value corresponds with 
the indication “Increased speech 
privacy”. (DnT,w = 43 dB)

Standardised sound insulation 

Sound insulations values Zipperpod™ ISO 16283-1

f (Hz) DnT (dB)

50
63
80

26,3 
24,3 
29.7

100
125
160

33,7 
36,9 
38,9

200
250
315

40,6 
39,2 
40,6

400
500
630

40,3 
37,8 
41,7

800
1000
1250

43,0 
43,2 
46,3

1600
2000
2500

46,3 
42,5 
41.5 

3150
4000
5000

41,4 
43,9
45,1

tests were conducted in 
accordance with standard ISO 
16283-1:2014(E) to determine the 
DnT. The Zipperpod™ complies 
with the performance requirements 
for increased speech privacy 

such as consulting rooms in office 
environment, and readily complies 
with the requirements for closed 
workplaces and concentration 
space.

Sound
Insulation
category
(dB)

  3
  2
  1



Zipperpod™
The circular and innovative solution for a flexible office layout. 
For more information on our services, please feel free to send an 
email to  info@zipperwall.com
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